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ABSTRACT

Numerical algorithm for calculation viscous compressible gasdynamic flows is presented. It is based
on a special form of regularization in Navier-Stokes equation system that includes additional dissipa-
tive terms proportional to a small parameter inτ for all equations of the system. This new equations
were called quasi-gas-dynamic (QGD) ones. The first variant of this system was presented in [1] and
developed later in, e.g. [2] – [5]. The first gasdynamic systems with nonclassical continuity equation
are presented in [6] and [7]. Others models can be found in, e.g. [8] -[11]. In the form of conservation
laws QGD system writes
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where the closing relations for mass flux vector, shear stress tensor and heat flux vector are
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HereΠNS and~qNS are the Navier-Stokes shear- stress tensor and heat flux vector, respectively,τ is a
small parameter, that has a dimension of time. The system (1) – (6) is completed by the state equations
for a perfect gas and expressions for coefficients of viscosity, heat conductivity andτ .



For perfect gas the entropy production for QGD system is the entropy production for Navier-Stokes
system completed by the additional terms inτ , that are the squared left-hand sides of classical stationary
Euler equations with positive coefficients:
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Above equation proves a dissipative nature of the additionalτ -terms.

QGD and Navier-Stokes systems differ by the second space derivative terms of theO(τ) order. For
stationary flows the dissipative terms (terms inτ ) in the QGD equations have the asymptotic order of
O(τ2) for τ → 0. In a boundary layer limit both QGD and Navier-Stokes equations reduce to Prandtl
system.

Terms inτ allow to construct a family of novel efficient numerical algorithms for simulations of nonsta-
tionary supersonic and subsonic gasdynamic flows. In the full paper the examples of QGD algorithms
and numerical calculations for 1D, 2D and 3D problems will be presented. The possibilities in direct
numerical simulations of turbulent flows will be discussed.
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